A tabular learning structure with an adaptable k-d tree for relaxation of the curse of dimensionality.
Memory-based learning schemes are characterized by their memorization of observed events. A memory-based learning scheme either memorizes the collected data directly or reorganizes such information and stores it distributively into a tabular memory. For the tabular type, the system requires a training process to determine the contents of the associative memory. This training process helps filter out zero-mean noise. Since the stored data are associated to pre-assigned input locations, memory management and data retrieval are easier and more efficient. Despite these merits, a drawback of tabular schemes is the difficulty in applying it to high-dimensional problems due to the curse of dimensionality. As the input dimensionality increases, the number of quantized elements in the input space increases at an exponential rate and that causes a huge demand of memory. In this paper, a dynamic tabular structure is proposed for possible relaxation of such a demand. The memorized data are organized as part of a k-d tree. Nodes in the tree, called vertices, correspond to some regularly assigned input points. Memory resource is allocated only at locations where it is needed. Being able to easily compute the vertex positions helps reduce the searching cost in data retrieval. In addition, the learning process is able to expand the tree structure into one covering the problem domain. With memory allocated based on demand, memory consumption becomes closely related to task complexity instead of input dimensionality, and is minimized. Algorithms for structure construction and training are presented in this paper. Simulation results demonstrate that the memory can be efficiently utilized. The developed scheme offers a solution for high-dimensional learning problems with a manageable size of effective input domain.